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Abstract. Information stored in XML documents should be protected from 
unauthorized access. In military or other highly secure environments, mandatory 
access control (MAC) policy should be enforced on the sensitive information. If 
we use XML documents to store or exchange information in these environments, 
we should also enforce MAC policy on these XML documents. In this paper, we 
discussed a method to enforce fine-grained MAC policy on XML documents. 
The model of XML document is extended to contain the security information – 
label. Three kinds of labels are defined to determine the labels of the nodes in 
XML documents. Security view of XML document under MAC policy is 
proposed in this paper. The operations on XML documents will be redirected to 
the security views which contain the proper nodes under MAC policy. Validity of 
the security views is also described. Four kinds of operations on XML documents 
are discussed in details to explain how to enforce mandatory access control. The 
problem of polyinstantiation caused by these operations is also discussed. At last 
the architecture of enforcing MAC policy on XML documents is presented. 

1   Introduction 

XML (Extensible Markup Language [16]) documents have been used to store and 
exchange information in many environments. The management of XML data is 
becoming an important problem when there are many XML documents in the system. 
Especially the security of XML data plays an important role in XML data management. 
Access control is one of the methods to guarantee the data’s security.  

In military or highly secure environments, such as the governments and other huge 
organizations, Mandatory Access Control (MAC) has been used to enforce strict 
security policy on data. MAC policy controls the authorization of data according to the 
users and objects’ security attributes which common users can not modify. In contrast, 
Discretionary Access Control (DAC) allows users to manage the authorization of their 
own objects. DAC cannot resist the attacks such as Trojan horse because of its inherent 
flaws. MAC policy controls all the information flows of the system to avoid the attacks 
of Trojan horse. Bell-La Padula (BLP) model [3] is a frequently used MAC model in 
many military and highly secure systems. Labels are used to represent the security 
attributes of the users and objects. If BLP model is applied in XML environments, the 
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XML document model must be modified to contain the labels. To enforce a 
fine-grained access control policy on XML documents, the elements and attributes in 
the document are the objects and they all should have labels. Thus different nodes of an 
XML document may have different labels. A user can only execute operations on 
certain nodes according to MAC policy. We will define three kinds of labels for the 
objects to make the management easier. The system can determine the label of an 
object by the label assigned to it, the label assigned to its definition or the label of its 
container. 

Security view is one reasonable method to implement the access control in database 
systems and XML-based systems. We will define our security view in this paper. What 
a user accesses is not the original document but a security view that only contains parts 
of the document constrained by MAC policy. Although many XML-based systems do 
not have schema files to validate their documents, more and more systems will process 
only valid XML documents in the future. We will discuss the validity of XML security 
views under MAC policy. Operation executor will redirect users’ operations to the 
proper security views of the documents. We discuss four kinds of operations: query, 
insert, delete and modify. The updated contents of a security view will be reflected to 
the original document after the successful execution of an update operation. Like 
multilevel database, polyinstantiation also emerges after some update operations. 

The architecture of enforcing MAC policy on XML documents will be presented in 
this paper. The XML technologies can be used in most parts of our architecture. The 
existed XML-based systems are easy to be extended to enforce MAC policy because 
the nodes’ labels are stored outside the original XML documents. Security view 
generator is the critical module in the architecture to enforce MAC policy. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the strict BLP model. 
Section 3 presents modified XML document model containing labels and defines three 
kinds of labels in XML documents. The security view under MAC policy is proposed in 
section 4. The validity of security view is also discussed. Section 5 describes the access 
control on the four kinds of operations under MAC policy. The problem of 
polyinstantiation is discussed in this section. Section 6 is a description of the 
architecture of enforcing MAC policy on XML documents. Section 7 is about related 
work. The last section gives the conclusion of this paper. 

2   Strict Bell-La Padula Model  

Bell-La Padula (BLP) model is the most widely used MAC policy. Subjects (S) are the 
active entities that can access the data. Objects (O) are the passive entities that store 
information and be accessed by subjects. In BLP model, every entity has the security 
attribute called label. Label is denoted by λ. The label consists of two elements: class 
(C) and category (G). Class values from a sequence, and the category is a subset of a 
set. A label can be represented by a tuple: (C, G). A label λ1(C1, G1) dominates another 
label λ2(C2, G2) iff C1≥C2 and 

21 GG ⊇ , and we denoted it by λ1≥λ2 or λ2≤λ1. If λ1≥λ2 and 

λ1 doesn’t equal to λ2, we say that λ1 strictly dominates λ2, and represent it by λ1>λ2 or 
λ2<λ1. Two labels are incomparable if none of them can dominate the other. Two rules 
constrain the authorization under BLP model: 
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Rule 1: (simple security property) Subject S can read object O only when λ(O)≤λ(S). 

Rule 2: (* property) Subject S can write object O only when λ(O)≥λ(S). 
Rule 1 indicates that low-level users cannot read any high-level information. Rule 2 

indicates that high-level users cannot write data to low-level objects. However, when 
applying BLP policy to data with good structures, such as database, rule 2 have to be 
modified to maintain the integrity of the data. In multilevel database, writing data is 
allowed only when the users and objects have the same label. The objects in XML 
documents also have well-formed structure. So we use strict BLP model for XML 
documents. The * property is replaced by the strict * property: 

Rule 3: (Strict * property) Subject S can write object O only when λ(O)=λ(S). 

3   XML Documents Model with Labels 

In fine-grained BLP policy on XML documents, every element and attribute is the 
object and has the label. We first extend the XML document model to include the label 
information. 

3.1   Extended XML Documents Model 

Definition 1: XDOC=(Ve, vr, Va, Ns, Ls, subelem, attr, name, label), and 

− Ve is a set of all the elements in the document. 
− vr is the root element of the document, r ev V∈ . 
− Va is a set of all the attributes in the document. 
− Ns is a set of the names of all the nodes in the documents. 
− Ls is a set of all the labels in the documents. 
− subelem is a many-to-one binary relation. e esubelem V V⊆ × . If e1 and e2 are the 

members of Ve, 1 2( , )e e subelem∈  shows that e1 is a sub-element of e2. 
− attrs is a many-to-one binary relation. a eattrs V V⊆ × . 1 1( , )a e attrs∈  shows that a1 is 

an attribute of e1. Some attributes of an element may be links to other elements using 
REFER, 

− name is a one-to-many binary relation. ( )s a ename N V V⊆ × U . 1 1( , )n v name∈  shows 
that n1 is the name of v1. 

− label is a one-to-many binary relation. ( )s a elabel L V V⊆ × U . 1 1( , )l v label∈  shows that 
l1 is the label of v1. We also represent it by l1=λ (v1). 

Figure 1 shows an example of XML document, and its schema. Employees.xml 
contains some information of all the employees in a company, and it is valid against an 
XML schema file named “employees.xsd”. Without loss of generality, we will discuss 
our method based on this example. 

3.2   Labels in XML Documents 

We will define three kinds of labels in XML documents to manage the security 
attributes of the objects in this section.  
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Fig. 1. Example of XML Document and Its Schema File 

3.2.1   Assigned Label 
The administrator has the privilege to assign labels to the objects explicitly. 

Definition 2: (Assigned Label) Assigned label of a node is the label assigned to it by 
the administrator. 

The assigned label of an element may dominate, equal to, be dominated by or be 
incomparable with the one of its sub-elements and attributes. A node can only have one 
assigned label. If the administrator reassigns a label to a node, the new assigned label 
will replace the old one. 

3.2.2   Propagated Label 
Some XML environments have too many XML nodes to assign labels explicitly. In 
those systems only processing valid documents, lots of XML documents may conform 
to a certain XML schema[18] file. The nodes in these documents may have similar 
security attributes. For convenience, we can assign labels to the elements of an XML 
schema that defines the nodes in the XML document instances. Then the label 
propagates to the instance nodes. We use d-element to represent those elements in XML 
schema that are responsible for defining nodes. When a label is assigned to a d-element, 
the label will propagate to all the elements or attributes defined by the d-element. This 
kind of label is called propagated label in our model. 

Definition 3: (Propagated Label) Propagated label of a node is the label assigned to the 
d-element that defines the node in the XML schema. 

Although an node in XML documents has propagated label, administrator can assign 
another label to it. Compare to propagated label, assigned label has higher priority 

(a) employee.xml (b) employee.xsd 

<employees>
  <employee name=”Bill”> 

<department>Manage 
</department> 

   <office>No.415</office> 
   <phone>8215</phone> 
   <salary>15000</salary> 
  </employee> 
  <employee name=”Mary”> 

<department>Personnel 
</department> 

   <office>No.311</office> 
   <phone>8327</phone> 
   <salary>7000</salary> 
  </employee> 
  <employee name=”John”> 

<department>Sales 
</department> 

   <office>No.306</office> 
   <phone>8364</phone> 
   <salary>8000</salary> 
  </employee> 
</employees> 

<? xml version= ”1.0” encoding= ”UTF-8”?> 
<xsd:schema targetNamespace=”http://myweb” 
xmlns=”http://myweb” 
xmlns:xs= “http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”> 
<xsd:element name=”employees> 

<xsd:complexType> 
    <xs:element name=”employee” maxOccurs=”unbounded”> 
      <xs:complexType> 
        <xs:sequence> 
          <xs:element name=”department” type=”xsd:string”/> 
          <xs:element name=”office” type=”xsd:string”/> 
          <xs:element name=”phone” type=”xsd:string”/> 
          <xs:element name=”salary” 

                      type=”xsd:positiveinteger”/> 
        </xs:sequence> 
        <xs:attribute name=”name” type=”xsd:string”/> 
      </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:key name=”NameKey” > 

     <xs:selector xpath=”.//employee”/> 
     <xs:field xpath=”name”/> 
  </xs:key> 

</xs:element> 
</xs:schema>
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because it is more specifically. However, the value of assigned label is limited by the 
propagated label. The propagated label of a node defines its lowest label. Rule 4 
constraints the relation of the assigned label and the propagated label. 

Rule 4: The assigned label of a node should dominate its propagated label. 

3.2.3   Inherited Label 
Since the number of the nodes in a XML-based system is very large, some nodes may 
have no propagated label or assigned label. However, any object should have the 
security attribute. There are two policies to determine the label of these nodes. 

− Use the lowest label in the system, 
− Use the same label as its container. 

Apparently the second policy is more secure than the first one. If the node is an 
element but not the root element, the container is its parent element. If the node is an 
attribute, the container is the element that it belongs to. As a node is considered to be a 
part of its container, we prefer using the second policy. So in our model, a node may 
inherit label from its container. We called it “inherited label”. 

Definition 4: (Inherited Label) Inherited label of a node is the label of its container. 
Root element has no any container. If the root element of an XML document has no 

propagated label or assigned label, its label is the lowest label in the system. 

3.3   Determining the Labels of the Nodes in XML Documents 

Figure 2 gives the algorithm of determining the label of any node in XML documents. 
When use this algorithm, the worst situation is that we have to get the labels of all the 
nodes in the path from the root to the determining node, so the algorithm will take O(N) 
time, where N is the max depth of the XML document tree. The inherited label of a 
node can be acquired using this algorithm repeatedly, while the propagated label and 
assigned label are stored in some places. If we put propagated labels in XML schema 
files or store assigned labels in XML documents, we have to change the structures of 
the schema files and documents. Then our system cannot exchange documents with 
other applications directly. And we also must modify the structures of existed XML 
documents when enforcing MAC policy on them. So we decide to store propagated 
labels and assigned labels into other XML documents – Security Attribute Files(SAF). 
We will create a SAF to store propagated labels for every XML schema file. All the 
documents valid against a schema file can share the same SAF. We create a SAF for an 
XML document only when its nodes have the assigned label. The number of SAFs will 
be much smaller than the one of the XML documents in a system. And the scale of 
SAFs is also largely smaller than the XML documents. Figure 3(a) is a SAF for 
employee.xsd. Figure 3(b) is a SAF for employee.xml. Because of rule 4, λ3 must 
dominate λ1. Table 1 gives the labels of some elements in employee.xml determined by 
the algorithm in figure 2. 
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Table 1. Labels of some elements of employee.xml 

Object Label Source 
/employees/employee[name=”Mary”] λ1 Propagated Label 
/employees/employee[name=”Bill”] λ3 Assigned Label 
/employees/employee[name=”John”]/salary  λ2 Propagated Label 
/employees/employee[name=”Bill”]/salary λ2 Propagated Label 
/employees/employee[name=”John”]/office λ1 Inherited Label 

4   Security Views of XML Documents Under MAC Policy 

Under MAC policy, some users can only query a part of an XML document because 
their label cannot dominate the one of all the nodes. The part of XML documents is 
called “security view” in our model. 

4.1   Generation of the Security Views 

Our security views are generated according to the labels of the nodes in XML 
documents. For every label in the system, we will generate a security view for an XML 
documents. If an XML document is represented by d, the security view of d on label λ is 
Vd(λ). All the users with the label λ share the same security view Vd(λ).  

Definition 5: Vd(λ) is the security view of the XML document d on label λ under MAC 
policy. It contains all the nodes which label is dominated by λ in d. 

Determining the label of the node v1 in the XML 

documents: 

1. If the node v1 has an assigned label λ1, then λ1 is the 

label of v1.  Return λ1. 

2.  If v1 has a propagated label λ2, then λ2 is the label of 

v1. Return λ2. 

3.  If v1 is root element, get the lowest label in the 

system. Suppose the lowest label is λ3, then λ3 is the 

label of v1. Return λ3. 

4.  If v1 is not root element, it must be a sub-element or 

attribute of another element represented by v2. Get the 

label of v2 using this algorithm. Suppose λ4 is the label 

of v2.  

5.  λ4 is the label of v1. Return λ4. 

<SecurityAttributes>
<PropagatedLabel>  

<Object>//xs:element[name=”employee”] 
</Object> 
<Label>λ1</Label> 

</PropagatedLabel> 
<PropagatedLabel> 
<Object>//xs:element[name=”salary”] 
</Object> 
<Label>λ2</Label> 

</PropagatedLabel> 
</SecurityAttributes> 

<SecurityAttributes>
<AssignedLabel> 

   <Object> 
/employees/employee[name=”Bill”] 
</Object> 

 <Label>λ3</Label> 
</AssignedLabel> 

<SecurityAttributes>

(a) SAF Storing Propagated Labels 

(b) SAF Storing Assigned Labels 
Fig. 2. Algorithm for Determining Labels 
of Nodes in XML Documents Fig. 3. Examples of SAFs 
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The structure of a security view will be different with the original document because 
those nodes with higher level label will not appear. However, some elements with 
higher level label can not be eliminated when it has at least one direct or indirect 
sub-element or attribute with lower level label. To ensure the semantics of the view, we 
replace these elements by a “dummy” element. The dummy element has not any 
information. The details of the function of processing nodes in a document when 
generating the security views – ProcessNode() – are presented in figure 4. This function 
will call itself recursively to process the sub-elements and attributes. If r is the root 
element of the document d, ProcessNode(r, λ) will process all the nodes in d. Since 
every node in a document is processed only once, the algorithm will take the O(D) time, 
where D is the size of the document. Suppose λ2>λ1, λ3>λ1 and λ3 is incomparable with 
λ2. Figure 5 is the graphical representation of Vemployee.xml(λ2).  

4.2   Validity of Security View Under MAC Policy 

The security views of a valid document should be also valid. However, a view is only a 
part of the document. So it should be valid to only a part of the schema. The dummy 
elements will not be considered when we checking the validity of the security view. 
Ps(λ) is the part of the schema on label λ, and Rule 5 describes the meaning of the 
validity of security views under MAC policy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Definition 6: Ps(λ) is the part of the schema file s on label λ. It does not contain those 
d-elements which label assigned by the administrator is not dominated by λ. The 
sub-elements (are also d-elements) of those d-elements are not contained yet although 
their label may be dominated by λ. 

Rule 5: If a document d is valid against a schema s, Vd(λ) is always valid against  Ps(λ) 
for any label λ in the system. 

ProcessNode(): Process a node v of document d when 
generating the security view Vd(λ).  
Input: node v, label λ. Output: a Boolean value. 
1. initialize: a set S = Ф, a Boolean value X = false; 
2. determine the label of node v. Suppose the label is λ1; 
3. if node v is an element, then  
4.  put all the sub-elements and attributes of v into set S; 
5.   for any node v’ in S 
6.    do ProcessNode(v’, λ); 
7.    if ProcessNode(v’, λ) = true, then set X = true; 
8. if λ1 is dominated by λ, then add node v into Vd(λ); 
9. else  
10. if X equals to true, then 
11.    replace v by a dummy element vd. 
12.   Add vd. into Vd(λ); 
13. else do nothing; 
14. return X 

Employees Employee

Employee

dummy

Name
(Value =Mary)

Name
(Value =John)

Salary

Department

Phone

Office

Salary

15000

sales

No.306

8364

8000

ponsennel

No.311

8327

7000

Department

Phone

Office

Salary

Fig. 4. Function of Processing Node Fig. 5. Graphical Representation 
of Vemployee.xml(λ2) 
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To maintain the validity of security views under MAC policy, the labels of the nodes 
in an XML document have to conform to some extra rules. These rules will constraint 
the assignment of the labels.  

4.2.1   Rules Related to Elements to Maintain the Validity 
The number of sub-elements in an element may be constrained by the minimum and 
maximum occurrences. Rule 6 limits the number of the elements that have minimum 
occurrence attribute in their definitions. 

Rule 6: If n1 is the name of some sub-elements in an element named n2, and the number 
of n1 is constrained by the minimum occurrences min in the definition of n2, and if d1 is 
any document that is valid against the schema file, in every n2 of d1 there are at least min 
sub-elements n1 which label equals to the propagating label of n1 or be dominated by 
the label of n2 if n1 has not propagated label. 

With the rule 6, if Ps(λ) contains the d-element of the sub-elements n1 in the element 
n2, any element n2 in Vd(λ) will have more sub-elements n1 than the value of the 
minimum occurrence attribute of the sub-element n1. Another kind of constraints on the 
element definitions is maximum occurrence. But the valid security view may violate 
this kind of constraints under MAC policy. In some situations we use rule 7 to limit the 
number of elements that have maximum occurrence constraints. 

Rule 7: If n1 is the name of some sub-elements in an element named n2, and the number 
of sub-element n1 is constrained by the maximum occurrences max in the definition. If 
d1 is any document that is valid against the schema file, in every element n2 of d1 there 
are at most max sub-elements n1 that have the same labels. 

Rule 7 don’t constraint the total number of the sub-elements when these 
sub-elements have different labels. As the low level security views have not the high 
level objects, the users may insert a sub-element into the security views without 
knowing the total number of the sub-elements. System cannot reject the insert 
operation, because a covert channel based the rejection may be utilized. So the rule 7 
only constrains the number of the sub-elements with the same label. However, if the 
bandwidth of the covert channel based on the rejection is too small to be harmful, the 
rule 7 may not be used. When the administrator assign or reassign labels to the objects, 
the results cannot violate the rule 6 and rule 7. 

4.2.2   Rules Related to Attributes to Maintain Validity 
Two kinds of attributes can be defined in an XML schema – optional and required. 
Optional attributes of an element may appear or not appear in the instances of the 
element. But required attributes of an element must appear in any instance of the 
element. To maintain the validity of security views under MAC policy, system should 
guarantee that the required attribute appears in a security view Vd(λ) if Ps(λ) has the 
definition of the attribute. 

Rule 8: If an element named n1 has a required attribute named n2 in the definition, any 
instance of n1 should have an attribute n2 which label equals to the propagated label of 
n2 or be dominated by the label of the instance if n2 has not propagated label. 
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5   Access Control on XML Documents Under MAC Policy 

All the operations on XML documents either are browse type or update type. Update 
operations on XML documents can be divided into many subtypes because of the 
complexity structure of XML documents [2, 8]. To make our paper clear, we don’t 
discuss those operations that will change the structure of the schema in this paper. In 
fact, our discussion will be easy to be extended to include those operations. The 
operations we discuss fall into four kinds: query, insert, delete and modify. Table 2 is 
the simple descriptions for these operations. We suppose that the users have been 
authorized to do these operations. In fact, if the users’ label cannot dominate all the 
nodes’ labels in the documents, their operations will be redirected to a security view. 
The results of the update operations can not violate the validity of the security view 
under MAC policy. 

5.1   Query Operations on Elements and Attributes 

The simple security property of BLP model limits that the users can read an object only 
when their label dominates the one of the object. If a user sends query operations on a 
document, the system will return the query results from the a security view generated 
according to the document and the user’s label. Because the security view does not 
include the nodes which label cannot be dominated by the user’s label, query results 
will not contain these nodes. For example, suppose user U with label λ1 sends a 
XPath[17] query operation “//employee/*” on the document employee.xml. The 
operation will be redirected to Vemployee.xml(λ1). The contents of two “employee” 
elements will be returned to U. The “employee” element which name equals to “Bill” 
will not returned because it is not in Vemployee.xml(λ1). 

Table 2. Operations on XML Documents 

Operation Description 
Query Query the content of an element or the value of an attribute 
Insert Insert a new sub-element or attribute into an element. 
Delete Delete a sub-element or attribute from an element 
Modify Modify the content of an element or the value of an attribute 

5.2   Insert Operation on Elements 

According to the rule 3, the data created by a user will have the same label as the one of 
the user. Using above example, suppose user U sends a request to insert a new 
“employee” element v1 into employee.xml. v1 will be inserted into Vemployee.xml(λ1) and 
be inserted into employee.xml at last. The label of v1 should be λ1 which is the same as 
U’s label. System will assign the operator’s label to v1 automatically. The sub-elements 
and attributes of v1 inherited label from v1. However, U cannot insert “salary” 
sub-element into v1 for the reason that Pemployee.xsd(λ1) dose not contain the d-element of 
“salary”. To keep the validity of employee.xml for the users with higher label, we will 
add a “salary” element with empty or default value into v1 when inserting v1 into 
employee.xml. 
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5.3   Delete Operation on Elements 

Deleting a sub-element or attribute from an element is also a kind of writing operation. 
According to rule 3, one can only delete those sub-elements or attributes which label 
equals to one’s label. Suppose U is authorized to delete sub-elements of “employees” 
element. Then U can delete the two “employee” elements in Vemployee.xml(λ1). But the two 
elements have sub-elements “salary” that are invisible to U. System cannot refuse the 
operation directly because users may acquire high-level information through covert 
channels based on it. Two policies can be used to solve the problem. One policy is 
deleting all the sub-elements and attributes no matter whether they have higher label. 
The other policy is lifting up the label of the deleted elements for those users with 
higher label. 

5.4   Modify Operation on Elements or Attributes 

Modify operations will change the content of an element or the value of an attribute. As 
long as being authorized, users can modify any nodes in a security view. But the new 
data should have the same label as the operators. If the target has the same label as the 
operators, we just modify the content or the value. But if the target has the lower label 
than the operators, they cannot change content or value directly. There are two ways for 
a user to modify the objects that has lower label. The first way is that the user logs on 
system using the same label as the objects. In many flexible realization of BLP model, a 
user can log on the system with any label dominated by the users’ assigned label. The 
second way is conserving the original node and inserting a new node into the XML 
document. The new node has the same label as the users. 

5.5   Polyinstantiation in XML Document Under MAC Policy 

Polyinstantiation may happen after some operations in multilevel database [14]. For 
example, two tuples with the same primary key will exist in a table when a high-level 
user updates non-key fields of a low-level tuple. Polyinstantiation will also happen in 
XML documents under MAC policy. Similar with the tuple, an element also has the 
primary key if XML schema defines a key for the element. The value of the key is 
unique for every instance of the element in an XML document. For example, the 
“name” attribute of element “employee” is the primary key of every “employee” in 
employee.xsd. Polyinstantiation occurs if two “employee” elements with different 
labels have same value in that attribute. Two kinds of operations may cause 
polyinstantiation of the elements. First kind is inserting an element without knowing 
that a high-level element has the same key. Another kind is modifying non-key contents 
of a low-level element using the second way discussed in section 6.4. Polyinstantiation 
in XML documents under MAC policy also occurs if an element has two attributes with 
same name but different label. Similarly with the elements, two kinds of operations will 
cause polyinstantiation of attributes. One kind is creating a new optional attribute 
without knowing that a high-level attribute with same name exists. Another is 
modifying the value of a low-level attribute using the second way. 

If there is more than one of the polyinstantiation nodes which label is dominated by 
the user’s label, how to process those nodes is a problem when generating the security 
views. In some strict systems, we will select only one of the polyinstantiation nodes to 
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add into the views. The node with the same label as the user has the most priority to be 
selected. If none of these nodes has the same label as the users, system will select one. 
The administrator could define a total order relation among the labels in the system. 
Then the system is able to select one by comparing their labels. In other systems, they 
will add all the proper polyinstantiation nodes into the security views. These nodes will 
be marked with their labels. Users can query any one of these nodes. 

6   Architecture of Enforcing MAC Policy on XML Documents 

Figure 6 is the architecture of enforcing MAC policy on XML documents. As discussed 
above in section 4.3, labels of the nodes will be stored in the SAFs. In our architecture, 
the SAFs are XML documents. The file used to store the users’ label - UserLabel.xml is 
also an XML document. So the XML mechanisms can be used to process these files. 
These files can only be accessed or updated by the administrator or kernel modules of 
the system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Architecture of Enforcing MAC Policy on XML documents 

Before sending any request, a user has to login the system through the authentication 
server. Then the server queries the user’s label from UserLabel.xml. The user’s label is 
one of the inputs of security view generator. When the operation executor receives the 
user’s request, it will ask the security view generator to provide a proper security view. 
Then the user’s requests are redirected to the security view. If the user’s request 
contains any update operation, validity checker will check whether the views and 
documents are still validity after the operation. If not, the operation will be refused. The 
security view generator is the critical module to enforce MAC policy in our 
architecture. The inputs of security view generator include: XML documents, SAFs, 
users’ labels and polyinstatiation policy. To improve the efficiency, the security view 
generator will save the security view for future use. Only when the original documents 
or SAFs have been updated, the security views would be generated once again. 
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7   Related Work 

XML access control has been discussed in many papers. XACML [11] is a 
specification of OASIS to express and deploy access control policy based on XML. E. 
Dimiani and E. Bertino etc discussed access control for XML documents based on 
DTD technology [4, 5, 6]. A fine-grained access control model is proposed in [7]. 
Access privileges on elements are defined in this model. [2] discusses an XML access 
control model and propose a technique that supports update operations. The concept of 
“Restrict views” to implement security in XML documents is proposed by [1]. All the 
models above are based on DAC policies. RBAC for XML has also been discussed. 
DTD files to implement RBAC model was given in [12]. M.Hitchens etc [9] presented 
a RBAC model for XML document stores, use their own language to describe roles and 
permissions. Practical concepts that can be employed in an enterprise environment for 
managing security policies using XML were described in [10]. They discussed how to 
implement RBAC using Java and XML technologies. An extended RBAC model for 
XML security based on XML schema components was presented in [19]. Although 
RBAC can be configured to enforce DAC and MAC policies[13], the mechanisms and 
technologies of enforcing MAC on XML documents need to be discussed specifically. 

This paper discussed the details and architecture of how to enforce MAC policy on 
XML documents. Determining the labels of the nodes and processing operation on 
XML documents under MAC policy are presented. Our method is based on the XML 
security views under MAC policy. [15] proposed the concept of the security view for 
XML documents to implement security XML querying. Their XML security views are 
generated according to the authorization of the users. Our security views are different 
with them. We generated the XML security views according to the labels of the nodes 
in XML documents. Our function of generating security views is very easy. The 
validity of the security views is also discussed. 

8   Conclusion 

XML Documents in military and highly secure systems need to be protected by MAC 
policy. This paper addresses how to enforce MAC policy on XML documents. An 
extended XML document model that contains the labels is presented. Three kinds of 
labels will decide the security attributes of the nodes in XML documents. Assigned 
labels are those labels assigned by the administrator specifically. The nodes of a valid 
document may have propagated labels that are assigned to the definitions of the nodes. 
And a node can inherit the label from its container. The algorithm of determining the 
label of the nodes in XML documents is also given. The security view under MAC 
policy is defined as a part of the XML document. The security view on label λ contains 
only the nodes which label is dominated by λ. We have also discussed the validity of a 
security view against a part of the schema. Once generated the security views, the 
operations of a user will be redirected to a view according to the user’s label. We have 
discussed four kinds of operations on XML documents under MAC policy. 
Polyinstantiation is inevitable when enforcing MAC policy. We described the 
polyinstantiation of elements or attributes in XML documents after some operations. At 
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last, we have presented our architecture of enforcing MAC policy on XML documents. 
XML technologies are used in most parts of the architecture to make the implementa- 
tion more easily. 
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